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Abstract 

7'his puper addresses the churacterization of precision frequency standard phase noise and spurious 
outputs wing the two-~~~cillator coherent downconversiun technique. This paper focuses on techniquesj>r 
making uccurate measurements ofphase noise and spurious outputs within 100 KHz of a carrier. Signif- 
icant sources of measurement error reluted to hardware design problems and inadequate memurement 
procedures are discussed, such as: measurement errors resulting from system noise sources, phwe-locked 
hop eflects, and system bandwidth limitations. In addition, methods and design considerutiun~v for min- 
imizing the eflects of such errors ure presented. Analytic discussions and results ure sripplernented with 
actual test data and meavuremenb made using measurement hardware developed at Ball Corporation, 
Efratom Division. 

THEORY OF OPERATION 

Two-oscillator coherent downconversion is a, process by which thc noise fiuct~~atiolls ant1 spurious 
o ~ ~ t p u t s  of a, test oscillator are converted to equivalerlt l~ascband voltage fluctuations. As shown 
i n  Figure l a ,  the basic ideal systc111 consists of a test oscillator, a noiseless r~fcrenc,e oscillator, 
an ideal mixer, a noiseless amplifier, a,nd a spectrtlrrl analyzer. The spectrurn analyzcr is used 
to rncasure the power of the voltage fluctuations at  the output of the colicrcnt downconverter. 
Although this tec2-lniqucl is comrno~lly r~secl a t  Efratom to laalrc phase noisr and spurious outputs 
mca.snrell-lents on precision frcquer~cy stanrlards having output frequcnc,ies of 5 MHz or 10 MHz,  
coherent downconversio~i is a suitable tech 1) ique for making noise rneasurell~er~ts a.t any test oscilla,tor 
i'req uency. 

Random voltage fluctuatio~is, a,t the output of the coherent downconvt-:rtcr, are prodr~ccd by test 
oscillator phase rloise artd are expressed i r ~  terms of spt:ctl.al clensity (tfRc/llz or dRV/IIz). However, 
making noise power measurements in ;L 1 f l z  bandwidth can he inconvenient. For this  reason, 
randorrl noise powel. is typically rncasured in sornc known 1)a.ndwidth and is then convcr.tcd to an 
equivalent spectral density iindcr the aasurnption that t,llc voltage f1uc:tuations apprboximate white 
noise within the lneasr~remer~t bandwidth. The conversion Srorn noise power. to  noise specrtr.a,l density 
can be  realized by adding a correction fac,tor equal to 10log(l/l3W) to the ~ilca.sured noisr power. 
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The term BW is noisc bandwidth aa~d is approximately equal to  the resolutiorl bandwidth of the 
spectrtlm analyzer used during the measurcmcnt. Most modern low frequency, digital spcctrunl 
analyzers can be corlfigured to display nleasr~rcrncnts as spectral densities. Voltage-relative spectral 
ciensities, in units of dBV/Hz, can be converted to  ca.rrier power-relative spectral densities, in lini ts 
of dTk/ITz, by taking into account the carrier power of the test oscillator. 

Ilctcrrninistic voltage fluctuations, a t  the output of the coherent downconverter, are produc,ed 
by tcst oscillator spr~rious outputs. Deterrnirlistic voltage fluctuations arc narrowband and are, 
therefore, expressed in terms of spectral power (dBc or dl3V). Spurious outputs are generally 
rncasu red i n  units of d ljV ant1 are the11 converted to more meaningful carrier powcr-relative units 
of dBc by taking into acconnt the carrier power of the test oscillator. 

Since, in thc idcal case, the reference oscillator has no phase noise, its output vT(t) can he rcpre- 
scntcd by a prlrc sinusoid; 

v,.(t) = A,. sin[2n( f,.)t]. (1) 

The output of the test oscillator differs from a pure sinusoid in that it is modulated in amplitude, 
frequency, and/or phase by random and deterministic noise. Although all these rnodulatiorl com- 
ponents c o n t r i b i ~ t ~  to  the overall spectral density of th r  t ~ s t  oscillator output, trcatmcnt of each i s  

bcyond the scope of this paper. Therefore, for sinlplicity the effects of frequency modulation and 
amplitudr modnlation will be ignored. The resulting output of the test oscillator, vo(t), is given by 

The tcrrn @(t)  accounts for both random a r ~ d  deterministic phase fluctuations, which arc typically 
referred to  as phasr: noisc. Thc ontpnt, m,(t), of the ideal mixer is the product of the reference and 
tcst oscillator outputs and is given by 

The term I<,  is the low noise amplilier gain and the term A,/2 can be thought of as the cor~version 
gain/loss of the ideal mixer. Assunling that the rcfcrcncc oscillator and test oscillator are stable 
~ n o r ~ g h  that  they can be set to the same olrtput frequency (i.e. f, = j o )  and can be maintained i n  
a q u a d r a t u r ~  phasr relationship, then the output of the ideal mixer is given by 

The surrl term is filtcrcd away via a discrete filter, or via the bandwidth limitations of the low noise 
amplifier andlor spectrum analyzer, leaving only the difference frequency t e r~n .  If a small signal 
approximation is made for @(t), then 

and the filtered outpnt, mj ( t ) ,  of the ideal coherent clownconverter is approximately given by 

nbj(t) = [(A,/2)Ii,Ao]@(t). (6) 
4 

As equation 6 indicates, the output of the idcal coherent downconverter is a baseband signal having 
voltage fluctuations which are proportional to the phase noise fluctuations of the test oscillator. 



Practical irrlplcmentations of the coherent downconverter usually diffcr from the ideal implernenta- 
tion in several respects. One difference is that the ideal mixer is generally irnplernentcrl as a double- 
balarlced diode mixer to provicle inherent inptlt/output isolation, ancl to provicle A M  re,jec:tion and 
rejection of some spurious ontputs applied to thc non-linear (LO) port. Modern clouhlc-balanced 
xx~ixers use scllot tky diodes whicll have a.n exponential voltage versus current vsponse. The output 
of thc double-balanced schottky diode mixer is, therefore, a highly nonlinear func,tion containing 
Ina.ny high-order terms. In addition to sum and diff~~rence freqoency products, th r  mixer generates 
harinonic intermodulation products a t  freqllencies equal to [ k M  f, zt Nfo], where M a,nd N arc 
integers. Although double balarlcirlg serves to slippress products forr~led by cvezl values of M and 
N ,  even products a,re nonetheless present. 

In adclitior~ to  prodncing haarnonic interrnodulation products, a clonhle-balanced diode mixer. has 
only o i ~ c  linear input port (the R,F and its conversion gain/loss is a nonlinear Iil~lction of 
the drive level applied to the nonlinear port (the LO port). Ignoring all l>nt the lirst-order mixer 
products, and assu~liing that the reference oscillator or~tput  drives the nonlinear rrlixcr port, then 
the filtcred coherent downconverter otr tp  u t for a, clouble-baaan ced mixer takes the form 

In equation 7, the nonlinear function G',,,(A,) rcplac,es the tcrrn A,/2 irl equation G as the conversion 
loss of the of the clouble-balanceti mixer. 

Althottgh Gilbert cell mixers, such as modern active FET mixers, arc a better a.pproximation of 
the idcd mixer (having a square law rela,tionship 01 voltage versus current response), the noise 
perforrnancc of such mixers has i11 the past beer] inferior to that of scllottky diode mixers. It is also 
more difi  cr11t to irrlplcrnent doublc- balanced rnixcrs wi tll FETs t ha11 with schot tky diod cs, whidl is 
probably why the schottky cliode mixers are. used more frequently despite their lack of conversion 
gain. R.eferences 3 a.nd 4 are usefill sources of rnorc inforl-nation on the snbjcct of mixers. 

A second difference between the ideal and non-ideal system is that the frequericy coherence and 
quadrature relationship hetween the reference and test oscillators is difficult to maintain manually. 
For this reamson, servo electronics are typically einployed . Since the don blc-bala,rlced mixer acts as a. 
phase detector, it includes ail implicit integration (convertirlg thc oscillator frequency into phase). 
Therefore, a seccjnd integrator is nsually the orlly additional circ:nitry required to implement a phase- 
locked servo loop. Thjs is conveniexltly realized using a,n active lag-lea,(] filter as shown in Figure 
Ib. If the frequency of the referer~cc oscillator is not clcctronically con trolla,ble, t h a.n adclitiorlal 
hardware ,renay also be required to provide this feature. 

Ideal and non-ideal systems also differ in that reference oscilla,tor phase noise and low noise am- 
plifier voltage noise contrihn te to the overa.11 voltage iIuc,tuations at  the output of the coherent 
downconverter in practical systems. Although i11 some cases the rloise contributiorls of the refer- 
ence oscillator and low noise amplifier are i~lsignificant, with rega,rd to the measurement of precision 
oscillator phase noise this is generally not thc case. Obtaixli~lg lowcr noise reference oscillators was 
essential for upgrading Efratom's phase rloisc test equiprueilt, to provide for Jnor 'e accurate, repe;i,t,- 
able measure~nents. 

Adva~ltages/Disadvantages of the Coherent Downconversion Technique 

When using the coherent downconvcrsion technique, it is possible to rna.kc accurate rxlca.surrrnents 
of prccision oscillator phase noise and spurious outputs at  stnall carrier offset frequencies. Suc.11 



measurements are difficrllt or impossible with some of the other phase noise measurement tcck- 
niques. Direct spectrum analyzer measurernents of phase noisc and spuriol~s outputs, for example, 
are limited by the resolution ba,ndwidtli and dynamic range of the spectrum analyzer. The noise 
power within the resolutio~l bandwidth of the tneasurement must be large enough to overcome 

< 

the dynamic range constraints of the spectrum analyzer. Thus, wide resolution bandwidths are 
required for makir~g low level noisc density mea,surerne~lts using the direct spectrum analyzer tech- 
nique. However, it is difficult to  make measurements a.t carrier offset frequencies much less than 
several times the rneasurcment resol~ition bandwidth. Therefore, measurement of phase noise ai, 
low carrier offset frequencies requires use of a narrow resolution bandwidth. When narrow resolu- 
tion barldwidths axe employed, the noise power within the resolution ba,ndwidth may be too low 
to overcome the dynamic range constraints of the spcctrurrl analyzer. These measurement limits,- 

tio~is, which are imposed by the frequency resolution and dynamic range corlstraints of spectrum 
analyzers, are avoided by using the cohere~~t  downconversion technique. 

I 

Iligh-frequency commercial spectrum arlalyzers have frequency resolutions which are typic,ally no 
better than 10 Hz a.nd have dynarnic ranges on the order of 80 r1U. The 10 Hz resolution bandwidth i 

limitation makes direct spcctru~n analyzer measurements difficult for carrier offsets much less than 1 

100 Hz. Altl-iongh suppressing the carrier in direct spectrurn analyzer measurements with a cali- 
brated narrow band notch filter can enhance measurement dynamic range by as much as 30 dB, I 

this is generally insuIIicient improvement for tnaking close-in pha.se noise ~neasurerncnts on precision 4 

oscillators. At offsets of 100 IIz, precision osc~illator phase noise specifications can be better than 
-155 dBc/Hz. Assuming a meas11 rernent dynamic ra,nge of 110 dB and a frequency resolution of 10 
Hz, the lower li~lzii, of clirect spectrum analyzer noise measurements i s  -120 dBc/Hz. I n  compari- 1 

son, cohcrcnt downconverter systerrls may havc measurement caqability which is better than -160 
dBc/Hz at  100 l l z  carrier offsets. 

7'he graphs in Figure 2 are plots of the noisc floor of the Efratom 5 MHz Phase Noise 'rester, and 
clernonstrate the low-noise measurement capability of coherent downconversiorl systems. The data 
was generated using two low noise 5 MHz oscillators. For each graph, olitput voltage fluctuations, 
in units of dBV/Hz, are plotted versus ca.rrier offset frequency i n  Hz. The dBV/IIz rca.dings 
are convcrtcd to dBc/Hz readings by subtracting 36 dB to take into account the power of thc 
carrier at the output of the coherent downconvcrter. Therefore, according to Figure 2, phase noise 
measurements to nearly -160 dBc/IIs: are possible a t  carrier offsets of 100 Hz and measurements to 
nearly -170 dl'jc/Hz are possible at  carrier offsets of 10 KHz. 

Phasr n o i s ~  and spurious outputs measurernents using the coherent dow~lconversion techniqne have 
several disadvantages, howcvcr. One disadvantage is the inability to distinguish lowrr s i d ~ b a n d  
noisr from upper sideband noisc. S i n c ~  coherent downconverter mcasurements are double-sidrbancl 
nieasurements, thr  voltage fluctuations which appear at  the output of the cohcr~n t  downconverter 
are due to  the combined eIfects of upper anci lower sideband noise. Thus, measure~rlent errors 
can result if a11 invalid assumption of sideband symmetry is rnade in converting doublc-sideband 
measurements to sitiglc-sideba~ld measurements. Another disadva~ltage is that  cohcrrnt downco11- 
vprter systems are Inore comylcx and require significantly morc hardware than direct measurerncnt 
systems. This added complexity in t,roduces various error sources which must be accounted for if 
accurate measurements are to be rnade. These disadvantages, however, are genrra.lly outweighed 
by the ability to makc very low phase noise mcasurements close to the carrier 11s; tlg the coherent 
downt.onvrrsion technique. 



Conversion From Units of dBV t o  Units of dBc 

In order to  convert volta.gc-rcla,tivc spcctr~l 111 a.na,l ynrr mca.su-rcments to more u s e f ~ ~ l  ccarrier power- 
relative measurements, the amplitude of tlie test oscillator a t  the output of the coherent downcon- 
verter  nus st be determined. Carrier ;~mplitucle car1 be accur;l,tely ~ne;tsuretl by producing ;t fi.equt.11cy 
oll'set between the test and reference oscillators a11cl ~~leasllrirlg. tlie slope of the resultarlt beat note. 
If the test and reference oscillators are not at  tlie same f'reyuency arid i f  tlie surrl Gecluency and 
noisc terms arc ignored, then tlic colicrcnt downcot~v~rtcr  otltlj~lt, given hy cq~la,tion 3, ~ P C O I K I P S  

This output beat note is usually severely clipped because of the voltage swing limitations of thc low 
noise aanplilier. Therefore, it is not possible to measure the peak voltage of tlic bca,t notr directly. 
Measurcmcnt of beak notc a.rnplitude c;tn be ~neasurecl indireckly, however, by observing the slnpr 
of the rising and/or falling edges o l  the clipped waveform. It ca,n bc shown that  tllc pea,k ;trllplitude 
of the hca,t; tlotc is givcn by 

Sincc only points on the beat riole near thc zcro crossing are observed, tlie sr-nall signa,l approxima8- 
ti011 for a sirlusoid is valid and cqrla,tio~~ 9 becorrles 

where T is the period of the bca.t note equd  to -L Since voltage ~luctiia,tions are rrieasurrd i n  Jr-10 ' 

units of dBV/Hx, beat note power P is rlsi~ally expressed i n  units of dBV, 

7ri,(t2) - rn(l1) '1' 
I'([G7rL(AT)Fr',Ao]) = 20 log[ x -1 3- :3 dB. 

t2  - t l  2 7r 

r l 1 he beat note/c,arricr power is comrnonly referred to as the "gain" of the cokerent downconverter. 

The 3 dl3 correction I'actor in cqtlatioxl 12 accou nts for conversion ~ I . O I K ~  double-sidcba,xld to singlc- 
sideband in phaee noise measurements (by convention, phasc noise C ( j )  is drfincd as an uppcr 

I 

sidcband raeasurerncnt) arid C O I ~ V C I ' S ~ O I ~  fro111 peak to H.MS in spilsious outpu1;s ~ca~sure rnen t .  An 
additional 3 d H correction factor for convr rsion from do11 hie-sideband to single-sideba.nd is some- 
times included in spiirious outputs measurement, rcsulting in a,n overall correction fdctor of G dB. 
However, the extra 3 d B  for spnrious outputs is valid only if the lower sidcbarld spur is equal 
i n  amplilucle and phase to thc upper siclcband spur. It is possible that  the lower sidcba,r~d spur 

' amplitude is significamtly different from that of the upper sidcba,t~tl spur. Tlicrcfore, the accepted 

7 .  

rncthod is to assuruc t2ist one sidcbarld does not co~ltrihnte to the ~neasurcd spur amplit~lde so 
that  the same 3 dB correction factor is applied to both pha.se noise, C ( f ) ,  ; ~ n d  spurim~s outputs 

b mcasllr'ernerits. 



SOURCES OF ERROR IN PHASE NOISE/SPURIOUS OUT- 
1 

PUTS MEASUREMENT 

The lirrlitatio~is imposed by practical realizations of the ideal coherent downconverter result in error 
sources which must be accounted for in order to make accurate phase noise measurements. Usnally, 
i t  is not difficult to eliminate and/or to compensate for these sources of error. I 

Reference Oscillator Noise 

With regard to  the phase noise measurement of precision frequency standards, thc contribution 
made to  coherent downconvcrtcr output voltagc, fluctuations by the reference oscillator noise cannot 
be neglected. If reference oscillator noise contributes significantly to  the output voltage fl~rcti~ations 
of the coherent downconverter, then the reference oscillator output cannot be represented as a pure 
sinusoid. 'I'hc or~tput  of a noisy rcfcrcncc oscillator is given by 

where @(t)  is the pha.sc noise of the reference oscillator and, for illustration, frequency and amplitude 
noise have been ignored. Assnming that the reference oscillator drives the mixer nonlinear port 
and that the reference oscillator and test oscillator output frequencies are equal and i11 quadrature, 
then the coherent downconverter output is given by 

neglecting all but the first-order difference term. 

Equation 14 implies that the significance of reference oscillator noise depends 011 its power relative 
to  thc test oscillator noise. Reference oscillator noise relative to  reference oscillator carrier power 
is lsss important due to the nonlinear operation of the mixer which causes test set gain t o  be 
relatively independent of reference oscillator carrier poww. Reference oscillator noise is summed 
with the test oscillator noise to  produce voltage fluctuations a t  the coherent downconverter output. 
The degree to  which output voltage fluctuations increase as a function of reference oscillator noise 
power relative to  test oscillator noise power is given in T a b l ~  1. As the table indicates, reference 
oscillator phase noise becomcs significant when its power is greater than approximately -10 dI3 
relative to  test oscillator phase noise power. For these reasons, the effects of reference oscillator 
phase noise arc minimized when the mixer LO nonlinear port is driven with the reference oscillator 
output at as low a level as possible to  ensure on/off switching of the mixer diodes and the mixer 
linear port is driven with the test oscillator output a t  as high a level as high as possible without 
nearing the breakdown region of the mixer diodes. 

Note that this approach contradicts thc normal procedure of driving the LO port as hard as possible 
and the RF port as low as possible to get minimum intermodulation products (see references 1, 
5, and 6). The actual optimal drive levels will be a compromise between the requirements for 
minimizing reference oscillator noise and for minimizing intermodulation products. These levels 
will depend on the noise contributio~ls of the mixer/low pass filter, the test oscillator, and the 
reference oscillator. Note when testing units with a range of outpnt amplitudes, low noise, variable- 
gain amplifiers may be employed to  optimize mixer drive levels to achieve the best overall system 
performance. 



To this point, i t  has been assumed that either the LO nonlinear port of the double-bda~lced mixer 
is driven with the reference oscillator output or tha,t the reference oscillator and test oscillator 
output amplitudes are equal. 'I'he first is g e ~ i e r a l l ~  a good practice because noise and spurious 
outputs measurements made on a test oscillator are most mea~ii~igful to systern designers when 
they are expressed relative to test oscillator carrier power. As rrlelltiorled previously, to convcrt 
voltage-relative measurements (in units of dl3V) to carrier power-relative nleasurements (in units 
of dBc) the carrier power a t  the otltput of the coherent downc,onverter must bc determi~ied. The 
gain of the coherent downconvertcr is a measure of test oscillator carrier power only when the test 
oscillator drives the linear port of the mixer. This is bcca.use the nonlinear (LO) port of the mixcr 
approximates a hard-limiter when it is driven hard to  mininiize unwanted intermodulation products. 
For this condition, mixer output power is approxiniately independent of norllinear port drive level. 
Thus, if the test oscillator output drives the rriixer nonlinear port, thcn coherent downconverter gain 
becornes a rrleasure of reference oscillator carrier power. Tn this case, conversion of measnremcnts 
from dBV/Hz to  dllc/Hz results in the phase noise of the test oscillator being expressed relative 
to  reference oscillator carrier power. Therefore, driving the mixer nonlineaa port with the test 
oscillator outpr~t will result i11 rneasurernent errors unless the reference oscillator carrier power is 
exactly equal to the test oscillator carrier power, or unless the oscillator power levels arc accurately 
measured and the difference is taken into account. Ensuring such a condition may not be practical 
in a high volume production environment without expensive automated testing eqnipment arid 
developnlent . 

Although driving the mixer nonlinear port with the test oscillator output will result in measure- 
ment errors whrn the amplitudes of the test and reference oscillator differ significantly, a potential 
advantage of this scheme is the suppression of test oscillator amplitlidr noise. Amplitude noise and 
angle noise are indistinguishable a t  the coherent downconverter ontptrt. If the arnplitudc noise of' 
the reference oscillator is negligible, then driving the mixer nonlinear port with thc trst oscillator 
output provides a ineans of isolating test oscillator a n g l ~  noise froin test oscillator arnplitudc noise 
(see references 1 arid 5). 

Although reference oscillator noise is typically a significant error source in thc rneasurernent of 
precision oscillator phase noise, its effects can be accounted for in the phase noise rnrasureraent of 
a test oscillator if a third oscillator is available. As equation 14 indicates, output voltage flnctuations 
a t  the coherent downconverter output are approxi~nately a linear function of the surn of reference 
oscillator and test oscillator phase noise fluctuations. Therefore, noise measurements made on 
each pair of three oscillators results in three independent li~iear eqllations which can be solved to 
dctermi~le the phase noise of the reference oscillator (keeping in ~ n i n d  the stochastic rlatnrc of the 
signals). Once reference oscillator phase noise is know~i, it can be subtracted from future phase 
noise measurements of test oscillators. This techniqi~e is sometimes referred to as a three-corner 
hat mea,surement [reference 1; Walls, et nl.]. 

Low Noise Amplifier Effects 

In addition to reference oscillator noise, low noise amplifier noise is another significant noise source 
with regard to the measurement of precision oscillator phase noise. The noise floor of the coherent 

r downconverter system is a functiotl of reference oscillator noise, mixer conversion loss and low noisc 
amplifier noise. Therefore, careful attention should bc give11 to the design or selectio11 of the low 
noise amplifier. 



PLL Tracking Effects 

Servo electronics are typically employed in ordar to  maintain the frcquency coherence and quadra- 
ture phase relationship between the test and rrfrrrnrc osrillators in coherent downconverter sys- 
tenls. Phase-lock~d loop (PLL) tracking eflects, however, produce attenuation of test oscillator 
noise at frequencies sigrlificantly below the natural frequency of the loop and can, therefore, result 
i n  measnrcment errors. By examination of the block diagram in Figure l b ,  the closed-loop trans- 
fer function from the rohcrcnt downconvrrtcr input to  the cohcrcnt downconvcrter oritpiit can be 
written: 

where wn = J{~K,G,(A~)I(.AO/R~C~} and ( = fiJCJWn/%. The term I;,, is the modulation 
sensitivity of the reference oscillator i11 units o l  hertz per volt. Eql~ation 15 is the transfer fi~nction 
of a damped two-pole high-pass filter with a pole frequency a t  W,. From equation 15 it is apparent 
that  a t  frequencies much greater t h m  W,, phase noise fluctua,tions arc amplified and at frequencies 
much below W,,, phase noise fluctuations are attenuated. The c,riteria for selection of the PLL filter 
is covered in marly standard texts on phase-loc,ked loops; reference 5 also includes a discussion. 

Figure 3 contains plots of the measured spectral density of an Efratom commercial rubidiuln fre- 
quency standard (model FRS-C). Figure 3a is a plot of spectral noise at carrier offset frequencies 
ranging frorn 0 Hz to  5 Tlz, measured using PLLs with three different natural frequencies. The 
results given in Figure 3a clearly delllonslrate the effects of PT,L tracking and their relation to loop 
natural frequency. Note that testing a.t low offset frequencies with a fast PLL loop can lead to 
significant errors in p h a s ~  noisr readings; over 18 dB at  1 Hz and 31 dB at  0.5 Hz for the measured 
FRS . 

Becai~sr of PLL tracking eff~cts,  the bandwidth of coher~nt  downconverter loops are generally very 
narrow (i.e., W, is a low fsequcncy). Not only does the use of narrow band loops minimize the 
Prrors associated with PI,I, tracking effects, but a secondary benefit is redizcd in that the noise 
contributions of the loop lilter are minimized. Again, by examitlation of the block diagram in  Figure 
111, the closed-loop transfcr functiorl from the loop filter input to the cohcrcnt downconverter output 
can bc written 

Equation 16 is a single-pole low pass filter response with a pole frequency at W,]. Therefore, the 
input voltage noise associated with the loop filter is attenuated at frequencies greater than W,,. 

A disadvantage of narrow band servo loops is that  they acquire very slowly. If the frequency offset 
between the test oscillator and the reference oscillator is large compared to  the loop bandwidth, 
acquisition may require hours. This problelll is typically overcome by incorporating variable band- 
width capability into thc coherent downconverter servo loop design. Acquisition is achieved quickly 
with a wide loop bandwidth and measurements are made in a, narrow band mode. Measurement 
systems a t  Efratom have successfully cnlployed variable-bandwidth phase-locked loop designs. 

System Bandwidth Limitations 

While PLT, effects cause low frequency noise measurement errors, sys tem bandwidth limitations 
result in the attenuation of high frcquency noise, arid therefore, produce measurement errors at high 



frequency. The availability of wide ba~ id ,  low-noise arnplificrs reduces thc severity of this problem, 
and g~nerally, it is not difficult to design low noise measuremcnt systems with bandwidths in excess 
of a few hundred kilohertz. For example, the latest measurement systems at Efratom typically 
exhibit only fractions of a dR  of amplitude variation to frequencies of 100 Kllz, as shown by the flat 
noise floor performance to 100 Kllz in Figures 2d,3d, and  4d. The phase noise measurement system 
at Efratom uses a Hewlett Packard rrlodel lIP3561A s~>ectrum analyzer, which has a maximum 
frequency span of 100 KHz. A 100 KHz frequency span is typical of fast-fourier rcal time spectrum 
analyzers, although Tektronix has recently introduced a 200 KHz rnodel (model 2612). 

The usable bmdwidth of a coher~nt  downconverter systrm can be exte~iclcd by nleasuririg t h ~  atn- 
plitude response of the system versus frequency, and incorporating frequency deperldent calibration 
factors into the equation for systei~l gain. This compensatc\s for the high freqacncy attenuation irn- 
posed by system bandwidth limitations. The amplitude response of a coherent downconvert~r ran 
be determined using two synchronized signal generators in place of the t ~ s t  and reference oscillators. 

Frequency Conversion Effects 

IJnlike an ideal mixer, a double-balanced mixer produces harmonic interrnodtllation products. For 
this reason, spurious outputs which are far from the test osc,illator carrier, and are outside the 
measurement bandwidth of the coherent dow~lconverter, can be translated to frcqucnc,ies which 
are within the measurement bandwidth of thc system. Although harmonic intermodulatio~i prod- 
ucts are typically marly decibels bclow the desired first-order rnixer products, high-order spurious 
conversion products which fall wit hit1 the system ba~lrlwiclth a,rc indistinguishable from spurious 
outputs which are dose to  the carrier. One key to minimizing these effects is t o  properly terminate 
the output (IF) port of the mixer. This issue is discussed in cictail i n  reference 4. 

Accurate mcasiirement of spurious outputs using coherent clownco~iversion requires that high frc- 
quency spurious outputs first be identified and measured using a direct spectrum analyzer tech- 
nique. An analysis of mixer spurious outputs, which takes into account the spccificd harmonic 
intermodulatio~i performance of the mixer, can then be perforlned to  predict the 1nca.tion and  lcvel 
of high-order spurious conversion products. However, such an analysis is generally not practical in 
a laige-scale production environment, and the source of spurioi~s outputs is usually of little concern 
as long as they are within spccificd performance limits. 

Frequency conversion effects become more significant when, instead of a si~lusoid, the test oscillator 
output is a square wave which is rich in harmonic content. Harmonic interrnodulation eflects 
resulting from square wave inputs can be minimized by inserting low pass filters between square 
wave oscillator outputs and coherent downconverter inputs. This techniqtl~ was utilized i11 the 
measurements of the E'RS-C TTL-compatible output of Figure 3. 

60-cycle Interference and the Use of Batteries 

Sixty-cycle interference and its harmonics couple onto system power supplies and appear in thc 
output frequency spectrum of the coherent downconvertcr. A.lthough 60-cycle spurs are easily 
identified according to  frequency, 60-cycle interference can camouflage actual spurious outputs 
performance. Through careful system design, 60-cycle interference can be minimized, however. 
Careful attention t o  grounding and the 11sc of battery srlpplies can virtually eliminate 60-cycle 
interference from the output spectrum of the coherent downconverter. 

The use of magnetic shielding around the sensitive front end of the downconverter Iriay also be 



required, along with shielding the control voltage to the reference oscillator, in order to minimize 
60-cycle interference. The use of separate batteries for the phase noise tester, the reference voltage- 
controlled oscillator, and the test oscillator can prevent ground loops that cause unusual spurious 
results. 1 

A side effect of using batteries is that performance anomalies may occur as the batteries become 
I 

deeply discharged, depending on the sensitivity of the measurement system to supply voltage levels. 
Battery voltage monitors and associated disconnect relays can be employed to prevent this. 

FFT Windowing Effects 

13ecause of their superior frequency resolution, digital spectrum analyzers are generally used to 
measure voltage fluctuations at the output of the coherent downconverter. The choice of the 
windowing function used with fast-fourier transform (FFT)-based spectrum analyzers, however, I 

can affect measurern~nt accuracy. Phase noise measurements are most accurately made using 
the Hanning windowing function. The Hanning window has a narrow passband and very low I 

sidebands, providitlg better measurement resolution for analyzing broadband signals like noise. I 

Spurious outpiits are most accurately measured using a flat top windowing function. Although 
the flat top window has higher sideband energy, its broad passband makes it better suited for I 

measurement of narrow band, deterministic signals. Errors which result from incorrect window 1 

choice are typically less than 1 dn .  Reference 8 goes into more detail on this subject. 

Vibration Effects 

Precision oscillators are frequently designed using quartz crystal resonators to achieve superior 
phase noise and short-term frequency stability performance. The phase noise of crystal oscillators 
is affected by vibration, however. The "G sensitivity" of a precision crystal is typically on the 
order of parts in 10-1°[df / f ] /G to parts in 10lg[df / f]/G; this translates into phase noise and spurs 
by well established formulas. The Efratom "Time and Frequency Handbook" of reference 13 goes 
into this and other related subjects in more detail. References 11, 14, 15, and 16 present a broad 
overview of vibration and other effects on phase noise. 

Because of vibration sensitivities, it is important to shield and dampen both the reference oscillator 
and the test oscillator from shock and vibration in order to obtain accurate quiescent phase noise 
readings. Otherwise, the ambient vibration levels of the test building or test table can increase the 
apparent phase noise floor of the oscillator. 

In addition, the capacitance of the coaxial cable often changes with vibration. This can again result 
in an apparently degraded phase noise floor performance of a test oscillator due to the cable-induced 
loading effects related to ambient vibration levels. 

When it is necessary to measure the vibration performance of an oscillator, a number of factors 
must be considered. Mechanical resonances in the fixture holding the test oscillator to the shaker 
can give errors, as can the type of coaxial cable used to connect the test oscillator to the phase noise 
tester. Electromagnetic interference (EMI) induced from the shaker head and the controller can 
also result in measurement errors, often requiring either shielding or separation of the measurement 
equipment from the shaker. 



Miscellaneous Error Sources 

A number of additional error soi~rces may be encountered in the measureme~lt of prtcision os- 
cillator phase noist and spurious outpnts. Although not exhaustive, t h ~ s e  error sources include: 
poor grounding and interrrlitte~lt grounding; inadvertent conv~rsion of deter~ninistic signal power 
measurcme~its frorrl dBV to  dHc/Hz; injection locking of the test and reference oscillators due to in- 
adequate EM1 shielding; magnetic and electrostatic susc~ptibility and emissions of the test oscillator 
and/or reference oscillator; and fa i lu r~  to  account for c a b l ~  losscs in high frequency measurerne~its. 

TEST DATA 

Phase noise test performance was ~neasurcd for two Efratorrl rubidium oscillator products for this 
paper. Rubidiurn oscillators frequency lock a voltage-controlled crystal oscillator to the long-term 
stability of the hyperfine atomic energy state transitions of the ~b~~ ato~ri. Thcy arc utilized to 
provide excellent long term frequency stability (011 t h t  order of parts in lo l l  /mont h with excellent 
phase noise and spurious outputs performances. 

The phase noise behavior exp~cted from crystal oscillators is described in reference 7. The presence 
of a rubidium corltrol loop will rnodjfy the ideal oscillator behavior in a number of ways depending 
on the relative phase noisc of the rubidiurrl physics package and the crystal oscillator. The rubidium 
loop crossover frequency controls the hand-olr between the two; an improveme~lt in phase noise or a 
lower slope below this frequency i~nplies a good physics package phase noise relativt t o  the crystal 
oscillator used. 

The first unit evaluated was a model FRS-C; a stock, econorrucal, commercial 10 M l I z  'I"I'1,- 
compatible rubidiu~n oscillator. The FRS-C is specified for a phase noise of -110 dBc/lIz a.t 100 
Hz carrier offset and -130 dHc/Hz a t  1000 Hz offset. Non-harmonic spurio~ls outputs are specified 
a t  -65 dBc. Thc sccond unit evaluated was a stock, corrlrrlercial 10 MHz sine orltpilt low noisc unit 
(model FRK-LN). The FRK-LN is specified for a phase noise of -120 dBc/llz at a 10 llz carricr 
offset and -147 dNc/Hz a t  100 Hz and 1000 Hz offsets. Non-l-larrnonic spurious outputs are specified 
a t  -70 dUc. Although units with better phase noise performance are available a t  Efratom, these 
two products are representativ~. 

Test data for the FRS-C is given i n  Figure 3 and for the FRK-LN data in Figure 4. The phase noise 
test system used t o  make these meast~rernents is an upgrade to  that formerly uscd a t  Efratotn, and 
is in a final phase of development. Because the development of the system is not yet coiaplete, the 
f ind grounding and shielding configurations were not i~nple~nented,  leaving some residual proble~ns 
in the spl~rious outputs performance of thc system. 

The HP3561A spectrum analyzer, used to make the measnrements which are displayed in Figures 
2 through 4, was configured to  provide for automatic conversion f ro~n  noise power to noise spectral 
density. Thus, chart readings are displayed in units of dBV/Hz. The coherent downconverter 
gain was measured to be roughly 30 dB for both units, including the necessary correction factors 
for double-sideband to single-sideband conversion a n d  for peak to  RMS conversion. Therefore, thc 
chart measurements should be adjusted by -30 dB to give phase noise performance in dBc/Hz. Since 
spurious outputs must be expressed in terms of power rather than spectral density, it is necessary 
t o  convert the displayed spurious output levels from units of dBV/Hz to units of dUV. This is 
done by adding a conversion factor equal to 10log(BW), where B W is the resolution bandwidth of 
the measurement displayed a t  the bottom of each graph. Spurious output levels, in units of dBV, 



should then be ac1.justed by an additional -30 d 13 t o  give spurious outputs performance in units of 
d l3c. 

Figure 3a gives three plots of FRS-C phase noise performance within 5 Hz of the carrier. 'I'he 
difrerent PL1, natural freqrlcijcies are clearly shown for each plot. The rubidium servo loop crossover 
freqllcncy is s t  roiighly 35 or 40 Hz for this unit, as shown by the spectraa leveling which occurs 
i11 Figure 3b. Spurious outputs a t  the modulation frequency of the rubidiurn control loop are 
evident in Figure Sc; the 127 Hz nlbidium loop modulation spurious output is roughly -80 dBc, 
after applying a correction factor of +6 dBc to  co~lvert from spectral density to power. 

The noise floor of this unit is tncasured to be roughly -140 d13c, as shown i n  Figure 3d. 'I'wo plots 
have been superimposed in E'igilre 3d. One plot drives the coherent downconverter directly with the 
squa.re wave output of the test osc,illator. In the second plot, the test oscillator drives the coherent 
downconverter through a, 10.5 MHz low pa.ss filter, whic,h rcrnoves harmonic frecluency components. 
Note the addition of the filter cha.nges the level and fretluency of the spurious outputs, irldicating 
they may not bc produced directly by the test oscillator. It is possible these spurious outputs 
a.rc related to  grounding a,nd/or shielding effects; this will be vcrified with the final version of the 
Efratorn phasc noise tester being dcvclopetl. Although the source of these rela,tively I-~igh-frequency 
spurious oiltputs is nol; known, the largest shown in Figure 3t3 occurs a t  an offset frequency of about 
78 KHz. Its level, i~sing the output low pass filter, is -98 dRc after applyi~lg a correction factor of + 
26 dUc to convert Srom spectral tlensity to power. This is well below the -65 dBc spurious outputs 
specification of the unit. 

Figure 4 gives similar performa.nce curves for the model FRK-LN, 10 MHz unit. The rubidium 
servo loop c~rossovcr f rcque~~cy occurs at about 2 Hz, as indicated by the spectral leveling shown 
in Figure l a .  Figure 41) gives phase noise performaace to  a c,arrier offset frequency of 100 tLz, 
while Figure 4c gives pcrforma.nce to an offset frequency of 1000 Hz. A spurious output at the 
1-noi111la.tion frequency of the rubidium control loop is shown in Figure 4c; the level of the 127 Hz 
spurious output is roughly -117 dBc, after correcting for carrier power and converting from spectral 
d ~ n s i t y  to  power. Figure 4d gives phasc noisc performance to an offset f rcq~~cncy of 100 KHz; the 
noise floor is shown to be roughly -157 dBc/Hz. Note that the noisc floor is flat to the 100 KITz 
range of the spectrum analyzer. 

CONCLUSION 

The limitations i~nposed by practical realizations of the ideal coherent downconverter result in error 
sources which can result i n  ina,ccuracies in the measurement of precision oscillator phase rloise and 
spurious outputs. Phase-locked loop tracking effects, systern bandwidth limitations, and syste111 
noisc can be significant sources of error. Most signific,ant sources of error, however, can be elimi- 
nated andlor controlled through careful system design and calibration. The measurement system 
dcvclopcd at F,fra.tom has attempted to strike a balance between overall accuracy and volnme test- 
ing in a production enviro~lrne~~t ;  the accuracy and repeatability for the production measurerr~ents 
performed a t  Efratom are on the order of 1 to 3 dB with an upgraded test measurement systerr~ 
and upgraded test procedure. 
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Table I. Increase in Measured Noise Versus Reference Oscillator 
Noise Relatlve to Test Oscillator Noise 

Relative Amplitude Increase in 
of Ref Osc Phase Voltage Fluctuations 
Noise to Test Osc at Coherent 
Phase Noise Downconverter Output 

-20 dB 0.04 dB 
-10 dB 0.42 dB 
- 6 d B  0.97 dB 
- 3 d B  1.76 dB 
- 2 d B  2.12 dB 
- 1 dB 2.54 dB 
0 dB 3.01 dB 
1 dB 3.54 dB 
2 dB 4.12 dB 
+3 dB 4.77 dB 
+6 dB 6.99 dB 
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